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3 Format

We propose to hold a half-day course (180 min). After the conference, a course
website will make the materials available to a wider audience.



4 Motivation and Definition of Scope

Background Many students in Computer Science do not have a sufficient
background in applied mathematics to employ state-of-the-art optimization
techniques and to judge the outcome of such techniques critically (e.g. re-
garding the stability/quality/accuracy of their output). At the same time, the
use of optimization techniques in computer graphics is becoming ubiquitous.

Treating optimization algorithms as a black box yields sub-optimal results
at best. At worst, stability issues and convergence problems may prevent the
solution of a problem or impede the general application of a method to a wide
range of input, i.e. beyond the set of examples shown in a paper. The course
will draw attention to these aspects and to current best practices. This will
enable participants to judge articles that use optimization schemes critically
and improve their own skill set.

Scope and Intended Audience For this purpose, we propose an introduc-
tory course on optimization techniques in computer graphics. We aim at thor-
oughly covering the basic techniques in optimization, only requiring a good
working knowledge of the mathematical foundations in a standard CS curricu-
lum, in particular, multi-dimensional analysis and linear algebra. Part of the
course will be suitable for a starting PhD student. On the other end, our goal
is to lead up to current research including modern ideas such as compressed
sensing, convex variational formulations, and sparsity-inducing norms. We aim
at exposing the major underlying ideas, exposing the working principles and
giving hints for a successful implementation. The course thus also caters to the
experienced researcher that seeks to utilize these modern techniques.

We approach these goals by discussing a mixture of classic and more mod-
ern optimization approaches. Each section is presented by an expert in the
area. Further, each section is comprised of two major parts: 1.) a condensed
introduction of the necessary background and 2.) its application in particular
graphics problems. We aim at giving implementation hints and the exposure of
current-best-practices.

Dissemination of Materials We will set up a course web page where asso-
ciated material will be available after the conference.

5 Intended Structure

This section outlines the topics and general the structure of the course. Each
section

1. Introduction (Ivo Ihrke (5 min))

• Motivation and Overview



2. Least Squares Fitting in Finite-Dimensional Vector Spaces (Xavier Granier
- 35 min)

• linear least squares

– the normal equations

– sum-of-basis-functions approximation

• non-linear least squares

– gradient descent

– Newton-Raphson method

– Levenberg-Marquardt method

• constrained optimization

– soft constraints: the modified objective function

– hard constraints: Lagrange multipliers

• robust optimization

– sampling-based techniques (e.g. RANSAC)

– robust norms (e.g. M-estimators, L1, ...)

• estimation variance and bias

• Applications

– curve fitting

– fitting of scattering profiles (BRDF/BTDF)

– rational function fitting for specular BRDFs

3. Numerical Linear Algebra with Applications in Geometry Processing (Gaël
Guennebaud - 35 min)

• A zoo of linear solvers: which one shall I use? (20 min)

– Why you should never invert a matrix?

– Dense problems: being smarter than the black-box backslash and
SVD

∗ many small problems (never say never)

∗ few but large problems

– Sparse problems

∗ direct methods (ordering and pre-factorization)

∗ iterative methods (preconditioning)

∗ how to get the best of each?

– GPU or not GPU?

– Symmetry: why shall I care?

∗ example: linear equality constraints

– Still lost: online-benchmarking

• Optimization Techniques on Surfaces (15 min)



– Laplacian operator on meshes

∗ Polyharmonic interpolation

∗ Going higher order with non-conformal elements

– Linear least squares with quadratic constraints

∗ algebraic distances and unsigned fields

∗ generalized eigenvalues

– Application examples of non-linear methods

∗ deformation

∗ mappings

4. Inverse Problems (Ivo Ihrke)

• What is an Inverse Problem ?

– examples deconvolution and tomography

• conditioning, ill-posedness and well-posedness

– condition number

– the null-space vs. the numerical null-space

• introduction to regularization

– data fit vs. prior knowledge

– the regularized normal equations

– how to encode prior knowledge ?

– how to choose the regularization parameter (automatically) ?

• numerical solution

– link to sparse matrices and iterative solvers (see Gaël Guen-
nebaud)

– operator implementation of iterative solvers

– the linear operator, its adjoint, and their interpretation

– GPU implementations

• Applications

– tomographic view synthesis for glasses-free displays

– tomographic measurement of fluid flows

– coded aperture deblurring / aperture shaping to improve condi-
tioning

5. Variational Methods (Bastian Goldlücke - 35 min)

• Introduction to Variational Methods

– the continuous world view - why is it beneficial ?

– variational models, priors, regularizers and data terms

– convex vs. non-convex

• Applications and Classes of Functionals



– Bayesian modeling, MAP estimate and image processing (denois-
ing, inpainting, deblurring ...)

– Matching problems (stereo, flow)

– Discrete labeling (segmentation), functional lifting and global
optimality

• Optimization

– Notes on operator discretization

– Differentiable functionals, explicit and implicit descent

– Convex functionals, subgradient descent

– Some state-of-the-art methods (Bregman, FISTA, Chambolle-
Pock)

6. Compressive sensing, or how to sample data from what you know! (Lau-
rent Jacques - 35 min)

• General Introduction to Compressive Sensing (15 min):

– Low complexity models for general data representation

∗ sparsity in bases and dictionaries

∗ lowrank data models for high dimensional geometries

– Incoherent sensing and nonadaptive sensing through randomness

– Nonlinear data reconstruction procedures in a nutshell:

∗ global optimization and local greedy methods

∗ stability and sensing requirements.

– CS, what is it good for?

∗ pushing the analog frontiers

∗ very high dimensional data sensing

• Compressive Imaging Applications (15 min):

– Compressive imaging appetizer: Rice single pixel camera

– A few advanced case studies:

∗ Radiointerferometry and aperture synthesis

∗ Hyperspectral imaging and CASSI systems

∗ Compressive Lightfield imaging

∗ Coded Strobing Photography for Highspeed imaging

• Conclusions and further readings (5 min)
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